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Whether you are a professional trainer who needs to pull together a new training program next week, or someone who does a bit of training as a part of your job, you'll find the ATD Workshop Series is a time- and lifesaver.

Topics deliver key learning on today’s most pressing business needs, including training for communication skills, leadership, coaching, new supervisors, customer service, new employee orientation, and more. The series is designed for busy training and HR professionals, consultants, and managers who need to deliver training quickly to optimize performance now.

Each ATD Workshop book provides all the content and trainer’s tools you need to create and deliver compelling training guaranteed to

- **enhance** learner engagement
- **deepen** learner understanding
- **increase** learning application.

Each book in the series offers innovative and engaging programs designed by leading experts and grounded in design and delivery best practices and theory. It is like having an expert trainer helping you with each step in the workshop process. The straightforward, practical instructions help you prepare and deliver the workshops quickly and effectively. Flexible timing options allow you to choose from half-day, full-day, and two-day workshop formats, or create your own, using the tips and strategies presented for customizing the workshops to fit your unique business environment. Each ATD Workshop book also comes with guidance on leveraging learning technologies to maximize workshop design and delivery efficiency and access to all the training materials you will need, including activities, handouts, tools, assessments, and PowerPoint slides.
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ABOUT ATD
Everyone has something to say, but not everyone communicates well.

Whether you can speak or not, every person has a message that should be communicated and heard. Learning to communicate your message is much more challenging than it may seem. It takes self-reflection to discover your voice, and it takes courage and skill to speak it. It is a skill that does not always come automatically.

Communication impacts almost every part of the workplace. It can help us improve relationships and increase performance, or it can reduce trust, damage relationships, and ultimately lead to the failure of projects, teams, and organizations. Improving your communication skills takes the willingness to assess yourself honestly and the courage take action and change existing behaviors that do not improve communication or build relationships.

Teaching others to have better communication skills is very rewarding and can even change lives! I once had a participant come to me a few months after attending a workshop on effective communication skills; she told me the reason she attended the workshop was that she was struggling to communicate effectively with her boss. Then she shared with me how she implemented the new skills learned in the workshop, and as a result the relationship with her boss had improved and led to positive progress in her career growth! How cool is that?

As a facilitator, you too can enable others to gain valuable skills and grow personally. If you are a seasoned trainer, you are already using many of these designs and formats. I encourage you to augment your workshop with the fresh insights and tools I have created for this ATD Workshop Series book. But you don’t need to be an expert on training or communication to be able to help people strengthen their communication skills. The agendas and supplemental materials included here will provide all the tools you need to deliver programs that will improve communication skills for individuals, teams, and organizations… it is exciting work that ultimately can change lives!

Maureen Orey, CPLP
San Diego, CA
November 2014
Introduction

How to Use This Book

What’s in This Chapter

• Why communication skills matter
• What you need to know about training
• Estimates of time required
• A broad overview of what the book includes

Why Do Communication Skills Matter?

In this world of constant change, effective communication is a crucial skill set for leaders and individual contributors. Communication is the key to both success and failure—making or breaking relationships, teams, or organizations. Poor communication reduces productivity, trust, and morale, whereas positive and respectful communication builds relationships and collaboration and increases productivity.

Verbal and nonverbal communication and attentive listening skills are valuable in the workplace. Good communication skills go beyond simply talking and conversations; communicating well in written reports and email is also essential. Workplace communication can be a challenging and difficult task. It takes a strong sense of self, emotional control, and personal confidence to allow yourself to become vulnerable with your colleagues. But without strong communication skills, developing successful working relationships is nearly impossible.

Communication is the vehicle for sharing information with colleagues; it is at the heart of team building, customer service, conflict management, and every other interaction in the workplace. The goal of all communication is to develop a common understanding of what was said and to ensure that the message that comes across is the same to all parties involved.

Understanding the benefits of effective communication helps companies focus on developing a workforce that is able to communicate with each other as well as with customers, vendors,
and business partners. If you are searching to build a positive, collaborative, and trusting work environment, good communication skills must be your foundation.

The first edition of this book in 2004 approached to the topic of communication skills somewhat differently, covering a wide variety of topics, with each topic presented at a very high level. This edition of the book offers a new approach. Fewer topics are covered overall, but each topic—listening skills, business writing, communicating your message, and verbal and non-verbal communication—is explored with a deeper dive into the content. In fact, each topic can stand alone as its own half-day workshop.

Providing your participants with a deeper, more nuanced understanding of communication will give them a solid foundation upon which to build strong skills and relationships in the workplace. The content, activities, and tools offered here are designed to help you to start this critical learning immediately.

**What Do I Need to Know About Training?**

The ATD Workshop Series is designed to be adaptable for many levels of both training facilitation and topic expertise. Circle the answers below that most closely align with your levels of expertise and your organization’s commitment to learning. Each question circled in the column labeled 3 gets three points, and so on. Sum up your total score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is your expertise as a facilitator?</td>
<td>Expert (&gt;5 years, always awesome evaluations)</td>
<td>Some experience (1-5 years, sometimes talk too much)</td>
<td>Beginner (&lt;1 year, no idea what to do)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How familiar are you with the topic?</td>
<td>Evolving expert (have taken courses, read books, created materials, and it is my passion)</td>
<td>Some experience (have taken courses, read books, created materials)</td>
<td>Beginner (had a course in school)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How committed is your company to investing in training or performance improvement?</td>
<td>Integral part of our corporate culture</td>
<td>Depends on the topic—this one is hot right now</td>
<td>Cheap and fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you scored 1-3 (novice at both training and topic): Your best bet is to stick as closely as possible to the materials as they are. Spend extra time with the content to learn as much as
possible about it. Also, closely read Chapter 8 on training delivery and consider practicing with a colleague before delivering the program.

**If you scored 4-6 (topic expert):** Use the outline and materials, but feel free to include materials you have developed and believe are relevant to the topic.

**If you scored 7-9 (training expert):** Feel free to adapt the agendas and materials as you see fit and use any materials that you have already developed, or simply incorporate training activities, tools, handouts, and so forth into your own agenda.

For more on facilitation skills, see Chapter 8 in this volume. Chapter 12 includes a comprehensive assessment instrument that will help you manage your professional development and increase the effectiveness of your communication skills training sessions (see Assessment 1: Facilitator Competencies).

**How Much Time Will Preparation Take?**

Putting together and facilitating a training workshop, even when the agendas, activities, tools, and assessments are created for you, can be time consuming. For planning purposes, estimate about four days preparation time for a two-day course.

**What Are the Important Features of the Book?**

Section I includes the various workshops designs (from a half day to two days) with agendas and thumbnails from PowerPoint slides as well as a chapter on customizing the workshop for your circumstances. The chapters included are

- Chapter 1. Two-Day Workshop (15 hours program time) + Agenda + PPT (thumbnails)
- Chapter 2. One-Day Workshop (7.5 hours program time) + Agenda + PPT (thumbnails)
- Chapter 3. Half-Day Workshop (3 to 4 hours program time) + Agenda + PPT (thumbnails)
- Chapter 4. Customizing the Communication Skills Workshop.

The workshop chapters include advice, instructions, workshop at-a-glance tables, as well as full program agendas.

Section II is standard from book to book in the ATD Workshop Series as a way to provide a consistent foundation of training principles. This section’s chapters follow the ADDIE model—the classic instructional design model named after its steps (analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation). They are based on best practices and crafted with input from
experienced training practitioners. They are meant to help you get up to speed as quickly as possible. Each chapter includes several additional recurring features to help you understand the concepts and ideas presented. The Bare Minimum gives you the bare bones of what you need to know about the topic. Key Points summarize the most important points of each chapter. What to Do Next guides you to your next action steps. And, finally, the Additional Resources section at the end of each chapter gives you options for further reading to broaden your understanding of training design and delivery. Section II chapters include

- Chapter 5. Identifying Needs for Communication Skills Training
- Chapter 6. Understanding the Foundations of Training Design
- Chapter 7. Leveraging Technology to Maximize and Support Design and Delivery
- Chapter 8. Delivering Your Communication Skills Workshop—Be a Great Facilitator
- Chapter 9. Evaluating Workshop Results.

Section III covers information about post-workshop learning:

- Chapter 10. The Follow-Up Coach

Section IV includes all the supporting documents and online guidance:

- Chapter 11. Learning Activities
- Chapter 12. Assessments
- Chapter 13. Handouts
- Chapter 14. Online Tools and Downloads

The book includes everything you need to prepare for and deliver your communication skills workshop:

- **Agendas**, the heart of the series, are laid out in three columns for ease of delivery. The first column shows the timing, the second gives the PowerPoint slide number and image for quick reference, and the third gives instructions and facilitation notes. These are designed to be straightforward, simple agendas that you can take into the training room and use to stay on track. They include cues on the learning activities, notes about tools or handouts to include, and other important delivery tips.

- **Learning activities**, which are more detailed than the agendas, cover the objectives of the activity, the time and materials required, the steps involved, variations on the activity in some cases, and wrap-up or debriefing questions or comments.
Introduction: How to Use This Book

• **Assessments, handouts, and tools** are the training materials you will provide to learners to support the training program. These can include scorecards for games, instructions, reference materials, samples, self-assessments, and so forth.

• **Presentation media** (PowerPoint slides) are deliberately designed to be simple so that you can customize them for your company and context. They are provided for your convenience. Chapter 7 discusses different forms of technology that you can incorporate into your program, including different types of presentation media.

All the program materials are available for download, customization, and duplication. See chapter 14 for instructions on how to access the materials.

**How Are the Agendas Laid Out?**

The following agenda is a sample from the two-day communication skills workshop.

**Two-Day Workshop Agenda**

The focus of day one is face-to-face communication and listening skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day One: (8:00am to 4:00pm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIMING</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:00 a.m. (10 min) | Slide 1 | **Welcome and Introduction**  
ATD Workshop  
Effective Communication Skills  
Day One  
Welcome participants as they arrive. |
| 8:10 a.m. (15 min) | Slide 2 | **Learning Activity 1: Objective Decision**  
• **Handout 1a: Objective Decision**  
This activity provides an innovative way to facilitate the discussion about session objectives rather than simply reading them to the participants. Follow the instructions in the learning activity and handout. |
How Do I Use This Book?

If you’ve ever read a “Choose Your Own Adventure” book, you will recognize that this book follows a similar principle. Think back to the self-assessment at the beginning of this introduction:
• If you chose training expert, you can get right to work preparing one of the workshops in Section I. Use Section II as a reference. Each of the chapters features a sidebar or other information written by the author who has much experience in the topic under consideration. This advice can help guide your preparation, delivery, and evaluation of training.

• If you chose topic expert, read Section II in depth and skim the topic content.

• If you chose novice at training and the topic, then spend some serious time familiarizing yourself with both Sections I and II.

Once you have a general sense of the material, assemble your workshop. Select the appropriate agenda and then modify the times and training activities as needed and desired. Assemble the materials and familiarize yourself with the topic, the activities, and presentation media.

**Key Points**

• Oral and written communication skills are essential to individual and organizational success.

• Effective listening skills help build positive relationships.

• The workshops in this book are designed to be effective all levels of trainer expertise.

• Good training requires an investment of time.

• The book contains everything you need to create a workshop, including agendas, learning activities, presentation media, assessments, and handouts and tools.

**What to Do Next**

• Review the agendas presented in Section I and select the best fit for your requirements, time constraints, and budget.

• Based on your level of expertise, skim or read in-depth the chapters in Section II.

• Consider what kind of follow-up learning activities you will want to include with the workshop by reviewing Section III.

**Additional Resources**
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